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Abstract 

Hospital settings are inherently complex, even more so when technology becomes part of             

the puzzle. The thesis investigates how the Internet of Things is being used as value drivers                

at Danish hospitals, and how Actor-Network Theory can aid in understanding these Things             

in the hospital setting. Actor-Network Theory does so by analysing and describing the             

associations between the heterogeneous actants, as well as the creation of the network,             

through the process of translation. Prior to this, however, existing literature on the             

Internet of Things is reviewed, Actor-Network Theory is defined, and collected data is put              

through analysis, followed by an Actor-Network Theory analysis. The findings from these            

analyses are then discussed. The thesis finds that the primary value creation mechanism of              

Internet of Things technologies in Danish hospitals is efficiency . Finally, it is concluded             

that Actor-Network Theory aids in the understanding by allowing for the description of             

complex social and technical situations, which in turn can be used to better prepare for               

coming implementations of Internet of Things technologies, as well as understand previous            

ones. 

 

Keywords: Hospital, Internet of Things, Actor-Network Theory, Complexity,        

Heterogeneity, Networks  
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1. Introduction 

 

 

Background 

While it is debatable whether the Internet of Things is a new invention, there is no arguing                 

that it is an area currently undergoing rapid development, and one that has gained a lot of                 

attention and interest from various stakeholders in recent years.  

 

The regions in Denmark are currently planning the construction of new ‘super hospitals’,             

which are to replace the older, and smaller hospitals. The plan for these super hospitals is                

that they will be able to serve a large amount of patients, while being state-of-the-art and                

large enough to reap some of the benefits from economies of scale. As IoT has become                

well known in the public, it is to become a part of these hospitals as well, providing                 

opportunities for improvements to be made for patients and staff alike.  

 

The thesis will investigate how the hospitals are planning to use IoT in the new hospitals.                

Seeing as how hospitals inherently involve a lot of humans, an Actor Network Theory              

(ANT) analysis will be done in order to look at possible configurations, wherein these new               

actors (IoT) play a role. What does the changes mean for the human actors, and what are                 

the expected effects of the nonhuman actors becoming part of the network? By looking at               

the networks of actors, that the clinical staff and IoT devices will be part of, we can get a                   

better understanding of the dynamics of their relationships, learning more about the effects             

these devices will have on the human actors, and vice-versa. Special attention will be given               

to the University Hospital Zealand, Køge (USK) and Det Nye Universitetshospital Århus            

(DNU). 
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1.1 Research questions 

The thesis will use two research questions. The first aims to obtain an understanding of the 

motivations for the implementation of IoT by determining how the technologies are being 

used to generate value within the hospital setting. The second prompts an investigation of 

the contributions that ANT can give to the interactions between people and these 

technologies. 

 

● How are IoT-enabled devices being used to create value at Danish hospitals? 

● How can Actor-Network Theory contribute to the understanding of IoT devices and 

their interaction with people at Danish hospitals?  
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2. Methodology 

2.1 Research philosophy 

The thesis has been guided by a pragmatist approach. Where positivists are concerned with              

producing and reaching, what is in their opinion, objective truth, and bases their research              

design on remaining objective, while seeking measurable answers, pragmatism instead          

focuses on choosing the approach best suited to solve the problem in question. I feel it is                 

important to stress that a project can include several problems, in the solving or answering               

of which pragmatism allows for using the methods best suited to answer each one              

individually. Rather than striving to choose the approach that will produce a conclusion             

that is closer to reality than earlier ones, the goal is to choose the “approach that is better                  

than another at producing anticipated or desired outcomes ” (Cherryholmes, 1992, p. 15).            

Johnson & Onwuegbuzie elaborates, by stating that pragmatists “reject an incompatibilist,           

either/or approach to paradigm selection ” (Johnson & Onwuegbuzie, 2004, p. 17), which            

is another way of saying that, rather than pigeonholing into a e.g. positivist or interpretivist               

philosophy, researchers should be outcome oriented, in the sense that the methodological            

approach best suited for answering many of their research questions might include more             

than one (ibid.). This includes rejecting traditional dualisms, which in terms of            

epistemology means that constructed, subjective, and social knowledge, as well as           

observable phenomena are all considered acceptable knowledge (ibid.). Generally         

speaking, pragmatism, according to Johnson & Onwuegbuzie, is a middle ground between            

these dualisms, which is also reflected in the axiology of pragmatism, where the researcher              

may adopt both subjective and objectives points of view. 

 

Ontology : Knowledge is knowledge because it is useful in within the boundaries of the              

research problem. It is not inherently true because it is observed, or constructed (positivist /               
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constructivist) debate, but rather because it solves the problem at hand: “Moreover,            

pragmatism enables researchers to overcome the logical problems raised earlier by           

avoiding strict reliance on conventional inductive and deductive inference .” (Powell, 2001,           

p. 10). 

 

Epistemology : Similarly to ontology the creation of knowledge within the axiology of            

pragmatism is ancillary to the purpose of the research. It is not that pragmatic research               

does not acknowledge that the researchers own worldview shapes the findings, but rather             

that it is irrelevant compared to the goal of the research. 

 

 

2.2 Existing literature on the Internet of Things 

The Internet of Things is currently a popular topic, both in public debate and research,               

which is evidenced when searching for literature on the matter. A search on Google              

Scholar returns no less than 131,000 results when queried for the exact phrase ‘internet of               

things’, excluding citations and patents. The same phrase using a title search returns 9,620              

results. The literature looks at many different aspects of IoT, of which some have different               

focus than this thesis, such as very technical, in-depth discussions of architecture, both             

software and hardware, application layers, network protocols, and so forth. The vast            

amount of literature calls for careful selection of the literature relevant for the topic at               

hand, considering which articles to use, and which to discard. The goal of the literature               

review in this thesis is to aid the reader in understanding the “accumulated knowledge on a                

topic ” (Webster & Watson, 2002, p. xviii.). Webster & Watson also propose an approach              

for choosing literature, which has been modified here due to the options available today,              

compared to 2002:  
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1. The first step is to scan the table of contents of leading journals in order to identify                 

key articles - I have opted for using Scholar instead, combining or isolating various              

search terms. 

2. The second step is to select the most cited articles returned in the searches in step 1.                 

As part of this step, filtering and discarding happened to articles that turned out to               

have another focus than this thesis.  

3. The final step involves reviewing earlier work referenced in the articles identified            

in step 1. Webster & Watson call this “going backward ” (ibid., p. xvi).  

 

I would like to elaborate further on the process of reviewing the literature, that has been                

part of the thesis process. Initially, the search terms were primarily ‘IoT’, ‘Internet of              

Things’, ‘healthcare’, ‘hospitals’, ‘Danish’, and combinations thereof. Later in the thesis           

process, this was extended with more search terms, as it became clear to me that within IoT                 

in healthcare, the phrase IoT will not always be used - particularly if the source is 10 years                  

old or more. Search terms such as ‘WSN’ or ‘Wireless Sensor Networks’, ‘RFID’, ‘smart              

x’, with x being hospitals, beds, parking, etc., were included in addition to the others.  

 

Due to the fact that this paper is not a review thesis, i.e. the literature review is not the                   

primary objective, the literature is used in order to explain the central concept of IoT, as                

well as important aspects and features, that are relevant to the thesis. This serves as a way                 

of obtaining a common understanding with the reader by a) introducing the concepts used,              

and b) ensuring that the definitions and views on matters concerning IoT used in this paper                

are clear, thereby avoiding misunderstandings with the reader. To put it another way, the              

latter serves as a tool for creating a shared understanding for the duration of the thesis, if                 

nothing more. 
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2.4 Interviews - why, who, where, how? 

The literature review, as mentioned, was used as a combination of identifying relevant             

literature and historical developments. In order to gain a better understanding of the             

Internet of Things in the context of the thesis, i.e. in healthcare, and how it is used, and                  

might be used in the future, it is a good idea to supplement literature with firsthand                

knowledge. This was done by contacting potential interviewees, who work with the subject             

matter. The potential interviewees primarily consisted of people employed in the public            

health sector in Denmark, in Central Denmark Region, Region Zealand, and the Capital             

Region of Denmark. In addition to employees from the regions, one interviewee is             

employed at a private consulting firm. The initial plan was to interview at least two more                

people, and contact was established to candidates at Central Denmark Region and            

Bispebjerg Hospital, but I was unable to negotiate access with one, and the other did not                

have time until early-mid December, which unfortunately is past the deadline for            

submission of the thesis. In order to alleviate for the fewer respondents compared to the               

initial plan, more effort was invested in searching for information regarding IoT initiatives             

at Danish hospitals. The interviews were conducted at the respondent’s workplaces, in            

Copenhagen and Ølby respectively. 

 

2.4.1 The respondents 

Alfa 

The first interview was with Alfa, who works at a consulting firm. The firm in question has                 

created a small 4-man department, that is separated from the consulting business, and is              

focused on developing IoT solutions. The goal of this interview was to get some hands-on               

knowledge, and learn more regarding current trends within the field of IoT. The             

department is still somewhat young however, and their focus is not on healthcare             
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specifically, but rather on developing deep- or machine-learning solutions, that can be            

integrated into the physical products delivered by other suppliers.  

 

Beta 

Beta works as an IT project manager at Region Zealand, specifically the project group              

responsible for IT at USK. The goal for this interview was to learn more about the plans                 

for using IoT at USK, as well as if they were making use of such technology at present.  

She was interviewed twice, in September and November, with durations of approximately            

2 and 1.5 hours respectively. 

 

2.5 The use of secondary literature regarding IoT at Danish hospitals 

As will become apparent by the bibliography, this thesis has made use of a variety of                

secondary data sources related to IoT at Danish hospitals. Many of the sources are from the                

websites of either the Danish regions or the specific hospitals, and include five project              

reports, three from Danish Hospital Construction, a cooperative between the regions, and            

two from The Central Denmark Region. DNU is part of the latter. 

including official documents and reports from the Danish regions and hospitals, as well as              

online sources of various forms. These forms include articles on the websites of the              

hospitals, news articles, information from vendors, and journals.  

 

2.6 Actor-Network Theory as an analytical tool 

This section describes the reasoning and justification for applying ANT within the setting             

of IoT in healthcare. I will argue that no matter how you look at it, IoT in healthcare                  

settings ultimately has to include humans, which is also what brought about the notion of               
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using ANT as a lens for analysing it. Research will often focus on either the technological                

aspect, or the human aspect, as distinct phenomena. A healthcare institution filled with             

non-humans would be more akin to a workshop than a hospital, while a hospital without               

technology would hardly be a hospital, or not at all, depending on the definition of               

technology. Having said that, it is not the same as arguing that we should only concern                

ourselves with people, as the IoT-enabled devices will be affecting the humans, altering the              

way they do things and how they interact, even if the devices are created and shaped by                 

other people. This is where ANT offers a perspective or approach, which includes a              

consideration of the fact that while humans shape technology, technology also pushes back             

at the humans, and changes them. A traditional, or purist, application of ANT does not               

include ‘doing’ anything with, or discussing, the resulting actor-networks, as it is the             

description, tracing the associations, that is the goal. Hence the heading for this section, as               

ANT is applied as a set of tools for analysis in the thesis.  
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3. The Internet of Things - history and definition 

The chapter will begin by investigate the historical developments within IoT by reviewing             

academic literature, with the addition of some secondary sources. Towards the end of the              

chapter, a definition of IoT will be presented. This serves as a way to introduce the concept                 

of IoT to the reader, while also ensuring that there are no significant gaps in the                

understanding of IoT. How far back must we go in order to retrace the history of IoT? That                  

will depend on who you ask, but the scope here will be originating from Kevin Ashton’s                

presentation about RFID and the Internet at Procter & Gamble in 1999 (Ashton, 2009), and               

progressing until present day. This is not an entirely arbitrary point in time, as this               

presentation is widely regarded as the first mention of IoT, although there is some              

disagreement on the matter. These controversies will not be treated here, as the starting              

point merely serves as a way of narrowing the scope of the literature review.  

 

After the historical development, the technology behind the IoT will be presented, as well              

contextualising IoT in a healthcare setting, before specifying the definition of IoT that will              

be used throughout the thesis.  

 

3.1 The Rise of the Internet of Things 

This section investigates the development of IoT since 1999. This includes technological            

factors as well as the interest generated among researchers and the public in general, as               

well as governmental agencies. 

 

The technologies behind the term IoT are not necessarily new inventions, with RFID being              

a prime example. What transforms these technologies is the addition of access to the              

Internet. The subject of the presentation given by Kevin Ashton was how Procter &              
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Gamble could link RFID in their supply chain to the Internet (RFID Journal, 2009). The               

concept slowly gained popularity over the next four years, until 2003, when “the first              

papers of general interest on the Internet of Things … marked the beginning of a new era                 

for commerce and industry ” (Sundmaeker et al., 2010, p.12). This development was            

propelled further when the International Telecommunications Union published a report on           

IoT in 2005, in which it was suggested that the IoT would connect things in: 

“both a sensory and intelligent manner through combining technological         

developments in item identification (“tagging things”), sensors and wireless         

sensor networks (“feeling things”), embedded systems (“thinking things”),        

and nanotechnology (“shrinking things”) ” (Sundmaeker et al., 2010, p.13). 

 

The report spurred interest from the public sector, which is attested by the fact that the                

European Commision got involved in pushing IoT related initiatives, as well as the             

American National Science Foundation, to mention two major influencers from Europe           

and North America, respectively (Miorandi et al., 2012, p. 1511). Gaining the interest of              

governmental institutions lead to more funding for research, and thereby wider adoption. It             

is difficult to pinpoint exactly when IoT gained traction, but based on the literature              

consulted in the writing of this thesis, there is a clear trend from 2009, 2010 and onwards,                 

where the most cited articles have been produced. 

 

Since then, IoT has gained more and more attention, reaching the peak of inflated              

expectations on Gartner’s Hype Cycle for Emerging Technologies in 2015 (Gartner, 2015).            

Business Insider predicts that 34 billion devices will be connected to the Internet by 2020,               

and that the amount of money spent on IoT solutions over the next five years will amount                 

almost $6 trillion (Business Insider, 2016). 
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Figure 1. Gartner’s Hype Cycle for Emerging Technologies 2015 

 

Many different technologies are part of IoT, and have reached different levels of maturity.              

RFID is probably the most mature, due to the extensive use for asset management by               

businesses, stretching back to before the RFID readers were connected to the Internet.             

International Data Corporation (IDC) has published a white paper, which includes a            

description of how IoT will transform healthcare, while also acknowledging the           

complexity within healthcare organisations. The successful digital transformation using         

IoT will, according to IDC, require embracing connected health technologies, connect           
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clinicians and patients with one another, as well as introducing monitoring of assets, such              

as medical equipment and supplies, in order to optimise resource allocation (IDC, 2016).  

  

3.2 A definition of the Internet of Things 

The concept of the Internet of Things has different meanings for different people and              

researchers. Atzori et al. (2010) have identified three visions, attributing this division to the              

name Internet of Things, since the word Internet “pushes towards a network oriented             

vision of IoT, while the second one moves the focous on generic ‘objects’ to be integrated                

into a common framework ” (Atzori et al., 2010, p.2), with the second being the word               

Things. These visions are the Internet oriented perspective and the Things oriented            

perspective, with the third vision being the Semantic oriented perspective (Ibid.). These            

visions overlap on some aspects of IoT, but are separate on others. Other sources of               

disagreement within IoT is whether the IoT represents a global vision, where the Things              

are connected to the Internet, communicating with other Things anywhere in the world,             

constantly. Is the integral part of IoT Machine-to-Machine (M2M) communication, the           

ability for Things to act autonomously, or something else entirely?  

 

This thesis will adopt a broad definition of IoT: Any object with network connectivity, and               

that is able to send and receive data is part of the Internet of Things. No distinction is made                   

between the Intranet or Internet of Things, as it is not known at this time whether the                 

Things described in this thesis will be given access to the Internet.  
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4. A concise introduction to Actor-Network Theory 

Different researchers have different beliefs regarding what constitutes reality, how          

technology and society comes into being. Created by Callon, Latour and Law in the              

1980’s, actor-network theory (ANT) provides an approach to science and technology           

studies, that acknowledges the effects of the social as well as the technical, rather than               

claiming that sociotechnical systems are socially constructed by people, ANT claims that            

non-humans are part of this negotiation along with humans (Latour, 1992). In ANT, the              

world is in essence made up of networks between humans and nonhumans. The actants that               

are associated with one another can be humans, things, such as technological artifacts, but              

also concepts or ideas. It bears mention that while the T in ANT is for theory, ANT is not a                    

theory in the traditional sense. As Latour puts it in his humorous paper On recalling ANT,                

it is an actant-rhizome ontology (Latour, 1999). Law also states that it is an approach, a                

toolkit for telling stories about relations, rather than a theory, or “it is a sensibility to the                 

messy practices of relationality and materiality of the worl d” (Law, 2007, p. 2). 

 

The following sections will introduce important concepts of ANT, that are used in the              

thesis. They will introduce some central concepts of ANT, that are used in the thesis. The                

first introduces the concepts of actants, generalised symmetry, punctualization,         

intermediaries, and mediators. Two more concepts are introduced here as well, those            

relating to the fluidity of reality and multiplicity. The second section deals with the process               

of translation, in which actants transform each other, and create, stabilise and destroy             

networks through interaction, negotiating, and betrayal. Finally, the concepts of          

inscriptions, programs of actions and antiprograms are introduced, through which humans           

can make non-humans exhibit and enforce human characteristics on other humans. 
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4.1 Actors and actor-networks 

In response to criticism regarding criticism as a result of “crossing of the sacred barrier               

that separate humans and nonhumans ” (Latour 1992, p. 163), Latour states that “entities             

that do things ” (Ibid., p. 163) are all equally actors. Actors are defined by what they do. In                  

order to clarify this definition, he has earlier proposed calling “whoever and whatever is              

represented ” (Latour 1987, p.84) actants, and the word actant will be used in the analysis.               

A core principle of ANT is that of generalised symmetry, which states that human and               

non-human actants be treated alike in the description and analysis of networks, as Callon              

does when describing fishermen and scallops (Callon, 1984). That they are to be treated              

alike is not the same as saying, that they are necessarily deserving of equal amounts of                

attention, as there might be controversies, or other interesting aspects, that only pertain to              

some actants. 

 

Actants might be persons, documents, concepts, technology, or something else entirely,           

allowing for a wide variety of possible actants. While an actant will be part of a network, a                  

node if you will, the actant is not merely a node but rather also an assembly of                 

heterogeneous actants in themselves, thus being a network as well as a node (Law, 1992;               

Callon, 1990). The process, where the network is pushed to the background, thereby             

making it appear as a single actant is called punctualization (Callon, 1990). This is also               

sometimes referred to as black-boxing, in that the internal parts that make up the actant are                

essentially placed and hidden within a box, allowing focus to be given to the inputs and                

outputs, rather than the internal associations. ANT studies the associations between these            

heterogeneous actants in the networks, who are interacting with, and transforming, each            

other. It is not the actants that are the subject of interest as such, but rather how they                  

transform and shape each other. Furthermore, actants may be classified as intermediaries or             
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mediators. Intermediaries “transport meaning or force without transformation ” (Latour,         

2005, p.39), meaning that they do not alter the whatever it is they are transporting. In                

contrast, mediators transform and translate whatever they transport (Ibid.). 

 

I would like to briefly explain two more concepts. The first is an important affordance of                

ANT is the acknowledgement of the fluidity of reality, meaning that situations and             

networks are experienced differently by different actants, seeing as they will be part of the               

network for different reasons. The second is related to the former, and is that of               

acknowledging the multiplicity of reality. Actants will be different things, do different            

things, and play different roles in different situations, depending on the context and the              

involved actants (Cresswell, 2010; Law, 2009).  

 

 

4.2 Translation 

For a network to be durable over time, the associated actants must be transforming each               

other, as the association will otherwise weaken over time. This transformation between            

actants is called translation, and it is what causes the network to be created (Callon, 1984).                

The process of translation that leads to the creation of the network, thereby associating              

previously unrelated actants, is also what defines the nature of the network. The creation of               

the network has to be set into motion by an actant, who will then identify other relevant                 

actors, and arrange them in a manner that tries to overcome resistance, as well as persuade                

the other actants to become a part of the network, whether by negotiation or force (Law                

1992). In addition to this negotiation required for creating a network in the first place, it is                 

important to note that the negotiation is happening constantly over time, as actants             

re-evaluates their interests and how well the network caters towards those interests,            
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struggling or enforcing the network, thereby strengthening and weakening the network.           

Prior to the creation of a network, there needs to be a problem in need of solving. This is                   

called problematization, in which a given actant identifies a problem, which drives the             

actant to look for other actants that can help in solving said problem (Callon, 1984).               

Following the identification of a problem and identification of other actors, the influence             

the problem has on other actants will need to be identified in order to enroll them as well,                  

seeing as it will make it easier to persuade them to become part of the network, if they                  

understand how the problem is relevant for them. Devices can be created and be inserted               

into the network, between the actants that are being persuaded to become part of the               

network, thereby both enabling persuasion, while the device can possibly also be used             

towards solving the different problems identified by the different parties involved. Once            

this negotiation has progressed to a sufficient degree, the actor-network takes shape, and             

the involved actants negotiate and test each other, determining the role each will be              

carrying out in the network (Ibid.). It is worth stressing that the role should be in                

accordance with each actant’s interests, in order to avoid destabilisation and resistance.            

Once the network has been created, there is a need for continuous stabilisation, a              

reiterating process of negotiations.  

 

At any point in the creation and stabilisation of an actor-network, an actant might not act as                 

has been agreed in the negotiations with other parties. This can occur for different reasons,               

one such being that the problem turns out to be superficial for the betraying party, or that                 

competing networks are more relevant to them, attracting them to another           

problematization, which leads to severing the associations with the network in questions            

(Ibid.). 
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4.3 Programs of action and the corresponding anti-programs 

Artifacts in ANT can have inscriptions, which means that the artifact includes a program of               

actions for the associated users to carry out, by defining what each actor should do. In                

other words, the program of action is a set of instructions, which can be delegated to                

humans, nonhumans, or both. While programs of actions are trying to impose certain             

behaviour, the intended use may still vary from the actual, meaning that the program of               

action is not necessarily what ends up being followed. This unintended behaviour is             

described in ANT through the concept of antiprograms. Latour uses a hotel manager, who              

is faced with the challenge of convincing his guests to leave their keys before they go out,                 

as an example of inscription, programs of action, and the antiprograms of the guests              

(Latour, 1990). Not many of his guests are leaving their keys, forcing him to “enrichen the                

program of action with a series of subtle translations ” (Ibid., p.107), in the form of asking                

politely, adding written notices, and finally attaching a heavy metal weight to the key. This               

alters the program of action, as these translation change the actor-network. The example             

also includes an example of why it might not be a good idea to use the strongest                 

inscriptions possible, which in the hotel manager’s case would mean posting guards at all              

doors to search customers for keys - it would certainly mean that no, or very few, keys                 

would not be left, but also make the hotel lose business (Ibid.) 
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Figure 2. Latour’s program and antiprogram (Ibid., p.107) 
 

 

 

This is an important part of ANT, as it specifies that nonhumans by themselves are not                

capable of possessing morality in and by themselves, but rather that they can be inscribed               

with morality, through which they are effectively promoting a certain behaviour from the             

human actors. Another example of this is the program of action of a seat belt in modern                 

car, that will flash a light and sound an alarm if the car is set in motion without the seat belt                     

being fastened (Latour, 1992), thereby imposing a specific behaviour. This shaping of the             

non-human artifact in order to impose the program of action onto human users, the              

delegation of human behaviour to the non-human, is anthropomorphism (Ibid.). 
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5. Data analysis 

The primary and secondary sources provide an overview of the developments, tests, and             

future plans of possible technical solutions, that involve adding network connectivity to            

previously ‘offline’ objects. This chapter is a summary of the data collected, presented in              

categories identified during the data analysis. The first category deals with the solutions,             

that either have been implemented or have been tested at different Danish hospitals. The              

second category looks at the solutions, which are currently part of the plans for the new                

super hospitals, particularly the hospitals being built in Aarhus and Køge. The final             

category introduces the challenge caused by planning years ahead, while trying to ensure             

that the technology employed will not be irrelevant once the plans are carried out. 

 

5.1 IoT at Danish hospitals - now 

The hospitals in Denmark have been testing various technologies for a while, with the bulk               

of the data being at most three to four years old, although wireless sensor networks (WSN)                

were installed all the way back in 2009 at Skejby Hospital, although the fact that they                

installed it so early meant that they had to ask the public for suggestions of how to utilise it                   

in a meaningful way, due to the infancy of technology in hospital settings (Version2,              

2009). They were testing asset management via identification at Bispebjerg in October            

2013, using QR-codes, and at approximately the same time started testing adding network             

connectivity to temperature measuring devices (Bispebjerg Hospital, 2013). In the past           

years, more initiatives have been launched, including real-time locating systems and           

radio-frequency identification (RFID) tagging. 
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5.1.1 Real-Time Locating Systems 

Real-time locating systems (RTLS) are systems, as the name implies, that enable locating             

entities in real-time. The data can also be recorded and stored, thus allowing for tracking               

movement over time, as opposed to only enabling locating anything at any time. A              

distinction is made between these two approaches in this thesis; locating is the act of               

finding a given entity in real-time, but without necessarily storing historical data of any              

kind, while tracking refers to the storage and analysis of movement data. I would like to                

make another comment on RTLS, which is of relevance if the reader either is, or becomes,                

familiar with IoT solutions deployed at Bispebjerg Hospital. Bispebjerg Hospital have           

dubbed solutions such as temperature monitoring of refrigerators and freezers as RTLS,            

which I disagree with, as these are stationary. They have tested the same solution on food                

carts, which is closer to RTLS (Ibid.), but ultimately they are not using it to determine the                 

location of the item, but rather to describe the fact that the item has gained network                

connectivity. As such, the examples above will not be treated in this section. 

 

Since RTLS are not technology specific, they can be put into use via a variety of                

technologies. To mention a few seen in the data: RTLS can use Bluetooth, which works by                

determining the distance via the signal strength to access points or readers (Alpha             

interview). Another option is portable ultrasound technology, including readers, as seen at            

Horsens Hospital (Version2, 2012). It might be using infrared, radio frequency technology,            

or WiFi, the latter being the most common method based on the data available, or another                

technology entirely. This thesis will not be doing a comparison of the different             

technologies, their pros and cons, but rather collate them by simply viewing them as RTLS               

solutions, focusing on the general functionality, rather than the technological components           

being employed. 
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RTLS is used in different ways at the different Danish hospitals. One such way is seen at                 

Horsens Hospital, where the locating systems have been used in the emergency ward since              

2011, where each member of the staff is equipped with a tracking device, that transmits               

location data to a series of sensors. The information is displayed on large screens              

distributed across the department, where the location information is displayed underneath           

portraits of the different clinicians, thereby reducing the time spent on finding each other.              

Furthermore, this also reduces the occurrence of disturbing others, as part of trying to              

locate someone specific. Finally, the chief physician states that it also reduces confusion             

(Cetrea, 2012). The data is not stored, and the locations are only listed if they are part of                  

the work related rooms, e.g. excluding toilets and the like, which is also the proclaimed               

goal of many of the future implementations, although it is yet to be seen whether this will                 

remain the case. In other words, this example is one of locating, to clarify based on the                 

definition earlier in this section. As mentioned, this was implemented early, and has             

proven to be quite expensive to maintain and service, which is one of the reasons for WiFi                 

rather than ultrasound being the selected technological solution at USK and DNU.  

 

Using RTLS for tracking is presently utilised at the hospitals in Bispebjerg and             

Frederiksberg in co-operation with Hitachi, where it is used for tracking the movements of              

all the medical practitioners data regarding the movements of the staff at the hospitals. This               

is not limited to medical practitioners, but also includes e.g. secretaries, social and             

healthcare assistants, porters, etc. This data is then collected and analysed in order to learn               

more about how to optimize the placement of rooms and wards in the new hospitals in                

order to minimise the amount of time spent on walking. According to project manager Tine               

Hancock, they are not interested in the individual movements of specific employees, but             
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rather the patterns that emerge when collecting data on the staff as a whole (Bispebjerg               

Hospital, 2015).  

 

 

5.1.2 Asset management using RFID 

The examples identified in the previous sections have described how IoT technology is             

being used and tested in order to know where people are. What about things? The solutions                

used at Skejby involve WiFi tags, that are carried by the staff, but these tags are somewhat                 

expensive at approximately 500 DKK each, and are active rather than passive, meaning             

that they need to either be recharged or have their batteries replaced (DNU, 2013a). This               

makes WiFi tags unsuitable for tagging large amounts of equipment when compared to             

using RFID tags. Generally speaking, RFID tags enable better asset management, by            

improving trackability of inanimate objects, small or large. Rather than having to track             

these objects by manually reading and entering ID numbers, or updating sheets and             

whiteboards with the current status of a given object, RFID tagging the objects allow for               

data to be collected and stored automatically via strategically placed RFID readers,            

typically at doorways. Example of such equipment ranges from anything to clinical or             

diagnostic equipment, such as ultrasound scanners, to surgery equipment, mattresses, or           

batches of medicine. People can be tagged using RFID as well, but RFID has issues with                

interference and the signals being blocked by fluids, meaning that the signals have a hard               

time passing through the body, making it somewhat unreliable in this regard (Ibid.). At              

Herlev Hospital, a wardrobe robot is being used for dispensing clothing to employees, and              

each piece of clothing is tracked using RFID chips, thereby enabling a reduction in the               

amount of items in circulation. The tagging of the items allow for controlling and getting               

an overview of which employees have been given what, how many items, when, and so on.                
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The system also allows for imposing restrictions on the amount of clothing a given              

employee can have in their possession at any given time, which in this case is a limit of                  

eight items per employee, where a lot of items were accounted for before the              

implementation, as evidenced by the fact that 24.000 items were returned. Employees scan             

their ID card in the machine, which then dispenses the uniform in the size specified in the                 

personal data of the employee. Used items are returned in other machines, that register the               

item and marks it for being in need of laundry. Aside from reducing the cost for Herlev                 

Hospital, this has also improved the process for the company responsible for laundry             

services (Ingeniøren, 2010). 

 

At Skejby, RFID is being implemented in smaller stages as the new facilities are being               

taken into use, and in preparation for a full implementation at DNU once construction is               

completed. At present, this includes nearly “1000 beds, 74 trolleys, 94 pieces of medical              

equipment, and 7000 hospital garments ” (RFID Journal, 2016). The benefits will vary            

depending on the equipment in question, but there are similarities between the            

aforementioned RTLS and some of the uses cases for RFID, particularly beds and medical              

equipment, which are also things that staff will spend time looking for on each shift               

(Computerworld, 2013). Clinical staff will at times have to find specific pieces of medical              

equipment, that is needed for a task they are performing, and RFID tagging such              

equipment allows for checking availability and location remotely. As for beds, Danish            

hospitals, that do not have an RFID system allowing for tracking them, have a large               

amount of surplus buffer inventory (Interview, Beta). Furthermore, when beds need to be             

cleaned, they are picked up by porters. However, the porters are not necessarily being              

informed about when and how many beds are to be cleaned, and will therefore be doing                

daily rounds of the facilities, looking for beds that need to be moved, resulting in rounds                

where there are no beds need moving, and other rounds where there are many (Interview,               
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Beta). In addition to this, the lack of an overview regarding the tasks in need of attention                 

can make it more difficult for the porters to ensure, that the path through the hospital being                 

taken is the optimal one (Systematic, 2015).  

 

5.1.3 Automated guided vehicles (AGV) 

AGV’s are machines, or robots, that are able to navigate autonomously, briefly put. The              

technology is not new, having been invented more than 50 years ago (Tzafestas, 2013), but               

have been included here, due to the fact that they are being implemented at Danish               

hospitals now, as well as the fact that they now have network connectivity, which allows               

for more flexibility in their operation, both by communicating with each other and e.g.              

delivery tracking systems, and systems that enable tracking the AGV’s and sending            

real-time requests, if they are needed for carrying out a specific task.  

 

The uses at hospitals are primarily related to logistics. AGV’s from Aethon called TUG are               

being tested at the hospital in Aabenraa in The Region of Southern Denmark, where the               

robots are delivering mail (DR.dk, 2015), blood samples, and other items from e.g. storage              

to the destination that needs the items, and are doing so in hallways that are shared with                 

patients and staff (Teknologisk Institut, n.d.). They are able to use elevators and lifts as               

well, allowing for movement between floors (Politiken, 2016). The robots used in            

Aabenraa are modular, allowing for different setups depending on what it is going to be               

transporting. The automation of transporting items using AGV’s is expected to provide            

improvements to effectivity across many different functions, including nurses, lab          

personnel, social and healthcare assistants, and porters (Teknologisk Institut). The solution           

employed at Aabenraa does not include or require any changes to infrastructure or room              

design, as the TUG AGV’s are able to use the existing layout. This differs from the future                 
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plans at some of the new hospitals, where the facilities for reception and storage of goods                

will be designed specifically for the use of AGV’s, which will be described in the next                

section. They are also planning to buy their robots from another manufacturer. 

 

5.2 IoT at Danish hospitals - future 

The new hospitals will be much larger than the existing ones, once construction is              

complete. The hospital in Køge will be 185.000 m2 (USK, 2016), approximately triples the              

size compared to the current hospital (Region Sjælland, 2013), with three times as many              

beds, and almost three times as many rooms for surgery. DNU will be approximately              

470.000 m2, although the estimate varies, making is the largest hospital in Denmark, and,              

similar to USK, the area is also approximately tripled (DNU, 2016). The massive increase              

in size exacerbates any issues that are already present in terms of locating people or items,                

and is also a driver for optimising logistics, seeing as many things will be further apart than                 

what has been the case previously, e.g. the average distance between the warehouse and              

the various departments at a hospital is increased, which has an impact on travel times               

between said locations. This section will present the IoT solutions, that are part of the plans                

for the new hospitals in Aarhus and Køge.  

 

 

5.2.1 The use of automated guided vehicles (AGV) 

When USK is completed, reception, handling, and delivery of goods being delivered will             

all be handled by AGV’s. Although there is some uncertainty regarding whether the             

AGV’s will be delivering items all the way to the end-point, as it is not yet certain that the                   

robots will be allowed to move in areas that are shared with patients, they will be receiving                 
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deliveries, moving them to the desired location for storage, if necessary, and for moving              

items through tunnels underground, and then going to the department receiving the items             

via an elevator. Food will also be transported from a central kitchen by AGV’s. The goal is                 

to achieve lean processes, with no or reduced storage of any items, that do not require an                 

emergency or buffer inventory to be kept (Beta interview). 

 

5.2.2 Clinical and medical tools 

RFID tagging more or less all equipment is being worked towards in Aarhus, and due to                

the relatively low, steadily decreasing, cost of RFID tags, the plan at USK is also to tag the                  

bulk of their equipment and items, with some benefits of tagging having been described              

earlier in the thesis. Tagging surgical equipment is currently being tested, as the equipment              

is counted several times, five to be exact. Since there is a lot of equipment, this takes time,                  

while also allowing for human error resulting in equipment being forgotten inside the             

patient undergoing surgery (Ingeniøren, 2015). While the results of these tests have not             

been overly positive, this will likely be an area receiving attention as well. 

 

In addition to tagging using RFID, many pieces of clinical equipment are also scheduled to               

gain network connectivity, such as the patient-critical monitoring systems in wards,           

thereby enabling remote monitoring. Patient critical systems primarily refer to devices for            

measuring and monitoring vital signs, such as heart rate, blood oxygen levels, blood             

pressure, and so on (Beta interview). As will be described in the Uncharted territories              

section later in the data analysis, how this data will be used exactly is not yet determined,                 

apart from remote monitoring by staff.  
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5.2.3 Identifying patients (DNU og USK begge) 

The previous sections have described current uses as well as future plans regarding using              

RFID for tagging equipment, while tagging people, specifically patients, will be introduced            

here. The patient will be given a WiFi bracelet or an RFID tag on their patient wristband                 

(DNU, 2013b), which then allows for staff to quickly verify their identity, and access any               

pertinent patient data instantly using the electronic health record system being used at the              

hospital. In addition to this, expected benefits include the option of locating the patients no               

matter where they are, allowing for more mobility for the patients, as they do not               

necessarily have to be confined to waiting rooms or their wards, while waiting for              

consultation or treatment. Another option is adding a button to the wristband that patient              

may use if they need to be assisted by a clinician, who would then be able to pinpoint the                   

patient’s exact location. Tracking is also a part of this, as the analysis of the patterns of                 

movements for the patients is expected to allow for identification and changing issues,             

such as inadequate information being available in the form of signs or information screens.              

An example of such a situation could be that many patients tend to move to a certain place,                  

and then double back, identifying at least a possible issue, as they may be doubling back,                

due to realising that they are not getting to where they want to be (Beta interview).  

 

5.2.4 Other equipment 

Equipment that could be expected to be connected to the network by 2022-2023 in one’s               

home is also expected to be connected at USK. This includes remote control of of the                

curtains as well as the temperature. These may seem like small things, but if utilised               

intelligently, they could very well prove being quite useful things to have connected to the               

network, as this connection can used to facilitate automation of maintaining a comfortable             

environment. Another possible benefit is using the curtain management to avoid sleeping            
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patients from being roused from the slumber, by pulling the curtains before the staff              

arrives. Other scenarios include smart parking and AGV wheelchairs (Beta, interview). 

 

5.2.5 A single ward at University Hospital Zealand, Køge 

The learning single room (LSR) is part of the plan for the University Hospital Køge. The                

room consists of a lot of various elements and artefacts, some of which are connected to                

the network. The LSR will be used for patients who have been committed to the new                

hospital. It is worth mentioning that there is a goal to continuously increase the amount of                

outpatients, and that the LSR as such is only meant for patients, who will be spending                

some time at the hospital (Beta, interview). One of the key features of such a room, is that                  

it allows for a lot of the interaction between patient and medical staff to happen in the                 

LSR, rather than having to move the patient, while still having sufficient tools available to               

maintain a proper quality. This includes, among other things, a flat screen TV, where              

X-Rays, medicine regimens, test results, etc. can be presented and discussed. The vision             

and goal is to reach better results through informing and teaching the patient about what is                

going to happen to a higher a degree, thus ‘the learning single room’. The rooms will also                 

have quite a bit of equipment that is connected to the hospital’s network. The patient               

critical equipment will be connected using cables, and everything else using wireless.            

Examples of non-critical equipment are what Beta called ‘administrative’ items and           

functionality, such as the blinders, the thermostat, the soap dispenser in the bathroom, and              

so on.  

 

5.3 The challenge of entering uncharted territory 
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Technologies can develop at very fast rates, with new ones being introduced and displacing              

existing ones. Smartphones have not been widespread for more than 10 years, tablets for              

even less, to list two examples that have had a large impact on society, and how                

information flows between participants and citizens in a given system. It became evident             

during the interviews conducted with Beta, that the uncertainty related to this rate of              

technological development is a challenge in terms of planning for new hospitals, due to the               

relatively long time such projects run for.  

 

The project for the new hospital in Køge, as an example, started in 2011, and is currently                 

scheduled to be completed in 2022, and as such a lot of things can happen between now                 

and the completion in terms of possibilities afforded by technology. While it is not              

necessarily a problem for all technologies that could be of interest, some must be supported               

by specific infrastructure, which for IoT would be the network technology. The fact that              

many more devices are expected to need a network connection has to be taken into               

consideration when planning the room layouts, identified by Beta:  

 

“There are challenges of infrastructure in terms of how to prioritize the            

network access of different devices: e.g. is the drip counter more important            

than the heart monitor? What about interference for wireless signals, both           

with one another and medical equipment? Will the wireless technology          

improve? ”  (Beta, interview)  

 

It would be preferable if everything could use wireless, since wiring is costly, both in raw                

materials and floor space. Other areas where this challenge is highly relevant include             

robotics, and automation of processes in general, since a lot is happening in these areas,               

and fast, and even though it will most likely be possible to implement them              
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post-construction, situations might arise, where such implementations can not be used to            

their full potential without being thought into the design and layout of the hospitals.  

 

The Danish hospitals are currently using many different IT systems, and when, how, or if,               

as well as which ones, will be integrated in order to enable communication between the               

systems is not yet certain. This is a particularly pressing subject, due to the fact that The                 

Capital Region of Denmark has launched the Health Platform (Sundhedsplatformen, n.d.)           

at four hospitals in 2016, with all hospitals in Region Zealand, as well as the remaining                

hospitals in The Capital Region following in 2017. The Health Platform should replace up              

to 30 old IT systems (Ibid.), but it is too soon to conclude anything final regarding the                 

implementation of such a large scale IT project, as history has shown time and time again.                

Furthermore, there is uncertainty regarding whether devices will be integrated with The            

Health Platform or not (Beta, interview), and as for integration into other systems, only              

two of the five Danish regions are currently scheduled to use the system, leaving more               

room for issues when the different systems have to communicate. An example of such              

systems are the different electronic health report systems. This creates uncertainty           

regarding whether it will be possible to reap any benefits of sharing data stored in the                

system through sharing with other regions, as well as the fact that there is uncertainty               

regarding whether a specific device will even be able to communicate with the electronic              

health record.  
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6. Actor-Network Theory and IoT in Danish hospitals 

As mentioned in the motivation, I was one of the authors on an exam paper focusing on the                  

same subject matter as this thesis. That paper included an ANT analysis as well, and it will                 

be summarised briefly here, before moving on to the analysis. Three areas of interest were               

identified and described: Wayfinding, telemedicine, and medical aid tools, and each area            

was approached with a specific technological solution in mind. For wayfinding, it was             

navigation kiosks, for medical aid tools, a smart pill box, and for telemedicine, a              

framework meant to ensure that the treatment via telemedicine meets the needs of the              

patient.  

 

The actor-networks that will be analysed and described in the rest of this chapter are               

examples of how such associations might be traced between human and non-human actors.             

They are not to be taken as definitive or ultimate descriptions of such assemblages, but               

instead serve as an example of how ANT can be used in the context, as well as facilitating                  

discussion regarding the relations they describe.  

 

6.1 Tracking / locating 

The actants that are part of the network will vary depending on different factors. An               

actor-network is more or less infinite, dynamic, and constantly changing, but here we will              

be looking at specific parts of the network. At a given part of the network, different levels                 

of zoom can be employed, resulting in different actors, since actors may be grouped once               

zoomed out. This section of the analysis is focused on IoT devices that enable tracking and                

locating people and items, and how they affect the actor-network consisting of human and              

non-human actors alike, and vice-versa. An example, where employing such a zoom is             

relevant is when looking at the RTLS. 
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Assuming that the system uses WiFi triangulation, the internal components could be            

viewed as actants in the network, given that they have a function, that translates the other                

actors: the power supply is necessary if any of the other actors are to function, a                

component needs to communicate with the network, and the aforementioned power supply            

would be quite useless without anything to power. By zooming out, the RTLS can be               

viewed as a single actor, and rather than focusing on what the individual components due,               

attention can be given to how the actor as a whole is part of the network, and to what it                    

does. Furthermore, it makes sense to look at the actant with a level of zoom that includes                 

the WiFi beacons, which are responsible for triangulation, as part of the actant. This              

approach means that the RTLS technology is being viewed as a black box, as focus is                

given to the input and outputs, what the actant does, rather than the inner workings of the                 

technology, i.e. punctualization. Regarding the actant as a black box has the additional             

benefit of being able to disregard whether it is using Bluetooth, WiFi, RFID, or proprietary               

technology for this specific purpose, based on the assumption that they have similar inputs              

and outputs. If the scope of this thesis was to analyse and compare the different               

technologies against each other, it would have made sense to not zoom out, followed by an                

analysis of the actor-network for each technology in order to identify any potential             

differences. 

 

Several examples of this technology in use were identified in the data analysis. and while               

the RTLS actant may be the same, I will argue that the actor-networks are different for                

some of the various uses, which is consistent with the concept of multiplicity in ANT. The                

examples of locating personnel and tracking the same will therefore be analysed separately             

in the following sections.  
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6.1.1 Locating staff and co-workers 

The data analysis identified one of the uses of RTLS to be the ability to locate your                 

co-worker easily. Another, more specific use, that is also used, and was mentioned in the               

interview with Alfa, was the ability to track, and thereby locate, key personnel. The              

example in question was to equip chief physicians with RTLS in order to be able to                

quickly locate them in case of emergencies, that require their presence. The data included              

other examples, such as locating the nurse who last saw a certain patient, the nearest porter,                

or the doctor on the current ward. 

 

The description of the network will start with the person being searched for, the chief               

physician, and the RTLS as our starting point. In the current situation, without RTLS, they               

are equipped with a phone, which allows for them to be reached. If they are not answering,                 

for whatever reason, other staff might have to initiate a search, granted that the situation is                

dire enough to warrant it, via a combination of walking around, asking others if they have                

seen the person in question, and making educated guesses as to where they might be               

located. The introduction of a RLTS makes changes to the actor-network, or rather, makes              

a new one emerge out of the existing one. The actant being located is connected to the                 

RTLS, which in turn is connected to actants, e.g. via triangulation, that are determining the               

position of the RTLS. The next actant of interest is a piece of software, connected to the                 

former via intermediaries, which in this case will be the actants responsible for moving the               

information from the RTLS to the software. They are labelled as intermediaries due to the               

fact that they are moving the information, but without altering it significantly, i.e. without              

transformation. The software, on the other hand, acts as a mediator, in that it transforms or                

translates the input, and outputs it as a location, whether this output is a location on a map,                  

or simply a room number or similar identifier. The input consists of data, which in the case                 

of WiFi triangulation would be signal strength from the access points, that is transformed              
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and presented. In the case being described here, the software comes in the form of an app,                 

which runs on a mobile device - which, again, is also an actant. This app can be accessed                  

by anyone who needs to find the chief physician, whether this is a nurse, a doctor, a med                  

student, and so on, by inputting the name. The information presented by the app can then                

be used to determine the location of the chief physician, which in turn allows for               

consideration as to whether it is appropriate to approach them at that time, by assessing               

whether the current activity trumps the reason for wanting to find them.  

 

An actant that has not been mentioned so far, but which is of great importance to any such                  

network, is whatever it is that creates the need to locate someone, thereby creating the               

basis for the network’s formation and continuous existence. If this need disappears, the             

interaction between the actants will also fade away, as a result, until the network is no                

more. Constant interaction between actants is required for the network to be stable over              

time. I have refrained from specifying the need, which is not an oversight, but a decision.                

The description of the network in the previous section is describing one possible             

configuration of the actor-network, and the actant can and will vary for different             

configurations, just like the rest of the network. Furthermore, the example presented is a              

part of a network, not the network as whole, as this would include many more actants. 

 

Let us assume that the actant using the app to locate the chief physician in the example is a                   

nurse, who is called into a ward where a patient is currently crashing, thereby creating the                

need. A nurse already in the ward is busy attending the patient, and delegates the task of                 

getting help. How is the situation different in the network that includes the RTLS, as               

compared to the one described in the beginning of this paragraph? The nurse becomes              

aware of the need to find the chief physician in either instance, but the way in which they                  

go about resolving this is different, due to the fact that the introduction of the locating                
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system transforms the problem from being one of searching to one of moving. This is not                

to say that the former does not include movement, but rather that it includes movement as a                 

mode of searching, in addition to the other aforementioned actions, whereas the locating             

system transforms this action into one of moving to the location of the chief physician,               

thereby effectively reducing the distance between them in general. In general is included             

due to the fact that there will be instances, where there is a negligible difference between                

the situations, e.g. a nurse establishes that they need to locate a specific doctor, exit the                

room, and voilá, none other than the doctor in question is in the hall just outside, but over                  

time and many iterations, the spatial distance is reduced on average.  

 

The task of searching has been delegated to the non-human, similar to Latour’s description              

of delegation to the groom (Latour, 1992). By reducing the distance, the nurse will spend               

less time on movement, while the chief physician is likely able to use this saved time to                 

help the patient, who again, potentially, spends less time in a critical condition. 

 

As mentioned in the first paragraph of this section, there are many different situations,              

which might compel one person to locate another. The reasons will vary in urgency,              

purpose, and method. The above is but a single example of the network that a RLTS might                 

be part of, even if it shares similarities with other networks, such as the solution used at                 

The Region Hospital Horsens. These networks will be constantly changing as time            

progresses, stabilising and destabilising, strengths of association increasing and decreasing.          

The above is also only a part of the network, not the network as a whole, as the described                   

will influence and be influenced by more actors, such as relatives of the patient or other                

staff which was not included, such as technical personnel. Other relevant parties includes             

administrators, policy decision makers, and so on.  
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6.1.2 Tracking the staff 

Having covered the locating aspect of RTLS, this section applies ANT to the activity of               

tracking at hospitals by using RTLS. The RTLS actant being carried by whoever is being               

tracked will be the same in terms of the internal components that make up the device, but                 

due to the fact that the usage scenario is different, so will the network. This is consistent                 

with the concept of multiplicity within ANT. The previous example showed an example of              

an actor-network of locating the staff, the following will will describe tracking. 

 

When it comes to tracking the employees, the current implementation at the hospitals in              

Bispebjerg and Frederiksberg does not involve constant tracking of all employees, but            

considering how many, if not all employees, are scheduled to be carrying RTLS, it is               

difficult to say with certainty that this will remain the case. This is of some importance in                 

terms of the actor-network, seeing as the inscription of the RTLS as an actant might be                

different depending on whether it used for tracking anonymous employees in samples as             

opposed to consistent tracking over time. This section will analyse the network based on              

the assumption that the data is anonymised, but also include a perspective on how it could                

affect the network if the situation changes in the future. 

 

This description of the actor-network will start at the employee carrying the RTLS. The              

employee goes to work, and is assigned a device that enables tracking by communicating              

with triangulation points distributed across the hospital’s area. The inscribed behavior for            

this actant is to carry out their tasks, without making any changes to their regular               

procedures and habits. Furthermore, they are supposed to have the RTLS on them at all               

times during the day. As the employee moves around, location data is collected by the               

RTLS, communicated via intermediaries to a database and stored for analysis by a piece of               

software. The database, which can aggregate from many such instances, is accessed by a              
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piece of software, which transforms the raw location data, either automatically or by             

request, into another format, such as a heat map.  

 

This enables the actant accessing the software to analyse the movement patterns of the              

employees, such as identifying if there are any sequences of movement, e.g. if employee              

are here, are they then likely to go here afterwards? The result of the analysis can be used                  

by the project group responsible for the layout of the new facilities, as well as the ones                 

being renovated, in order to achieve their goal of reducing the distance each employee has               

to travel on a daily basis, and as a whole, meaning averaged for the entire staff, although                 

such an average could be using weighted values for different functions of staff.  

 

In addition to the described parties, the supplier of the RTLS will be involved in the                

installation and maintenance of the system, and the project group are not at the top of the                 

organisation, meaning that some management is involved as well. 

 

The basis for the formation of this network is based on different problems for the different                

actors involved. The staff carrying the RTLS are likely interested in reducing the distance              

they have to walk on average, seeing as staff at hospitals are already walking large               

distances on average shift, the project group has a specific goal of increasing efficiency,              

management in charge of the project group have budgets to meet, and the supplier has               

profits and reputation to protect. What next, having identified the problems for the             

involved parties? The project group and the supplier devise a set of artifacts, which are               

inscribed with programs of action for the various involved actants. Some tasks are             

delegated to humans, move around, some to non-humans, collect and gather the location             

data, and some a combination between humans and nonhumans, analyse said data, and             

make use of it. At this point, the role of each actant has been identified, but, similarly to                  
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the scallops of St. Brieuc Bay (Callon, 1984), there is no guarantee that the RTLS,               

intermediaries, database, and software are yet ready to ally themselves with the rest of the               

network. If they are not, negotiations must be made. Now, to clarify, I am not suggesting                

that the RTLS etc. will be seated across the table of a conference room, arguing with the                 

others, but rather that if the actor-network is not successful, the placement of the WiFi               

access points, interference from other wireless signals, and compatibility between RTLS,           

database and software etc., must be tested and discussed until an agreement, i.e. a working               

solution, is reached. Once past this critical point, the actor-network is formed and, given              

that there is no betrayal, will stabilise over time.  

 

6.2 Patient monitoring 

The examples described so far in this part of the analysis have had an entirely new                

non-human actant introduced to their network. In this section, rather than introducing an             

entirely new IoT device, the examples being described will be gaining the ability to              

connect to the network. These also constitute new actants, as mentioned earlier, however             

by applying punctualization once again, the actant can be viewed as one, and compared to               

the actor-network without network connectivity. This will serve the purpose of shedding            

some light on how the fact that the non-humans are enabled by IoT will influence the                

network. The category being used here is patient monitoring, which refers to the devices              

that monitor vital signs, as well as the identification bracelet.  

 

The story begins in one of the new single wards, the admitted patient is lying in his bed,                  

hooked up to devices monitoring his blood pressure, oxygen levels, heart rate, as well as               

what might be required for the patient in question. It might be relevant to measure the                

patient’s temperature, in other instance it is more pertinent to monitor blood glucose levels.              
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An initial description of a small section of the associations here could be the following:               

The patient is hooked up to the devices, which are monitoring the vital signs. At set                

intervals, a nurse will attend the patient in order to read and note the values on the displays                  

of the monitors. If the patient is conscious, the nurse has the option to ask how he is doing,                   

if he needs anything or if his position on the bed is comfortable. Beta called this                

patient-clinician interaction a warm hands activity (Interview, Beta). If the vital signs            

suddenly start dropping, the devices will start beeping, thereby notifying nearby staff that             

their attention is required. Note that this is a very small part of the network, but here we                  

might trace the associations in the following, somewhat simplified, manner: The patient            

has an association with both the nurse and the monitoring equipment, and the nurse              

similarly has associations with both patient and equipment.  

 

In the other version of the same story, the monitoring equipment is connected to the patient                

in the same way, but is now connected to the network of the hospital through LAN cables.                 

The values are still displayed on the monitors, but the data is now transmitted to a remote                 

monitoring system, where it automatically updates the values in real-time in the patient’s             

electronic health record. If the vital signs drop, the system raises the alarm. Will the nurse                

still check how the patient is doing? According to the collected data, yes, that is the plan.                 

But the associations that connect the nurse to the patient have changed, as there is no                

longer a need for reading and noting the vital signs, either severing the relation between the                

nurse and the monitoring equipment, or at the very least weakening it, thereby weakening              

the association between the nurse and the ward. The inscription has changed, as the              

check-ups of vital signs are no longer a part of the tasks delegated to the nurse. The nurse                  

cares about the patient’s well-being, and tries to make time frequent check-ups, but what              

happens if a co-worker in the department is sick, and everything is busier than usual? The                
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problematization has changed for the nurse, which might destabilise the network described            

in the previous paragraph.  

 

6.3 Summary 

The analysis has described three examples of actor-networks, two configurations involving 

RTLS, for locating and tracking, respectively, and one configuration for patient monitoring 

systems. The chapter has concretized the ANT vocabulary within the setting of Danish 

hospitals, and we have seen how the insertion of new actants, enabled by IoT, can affect 

and change the configurations used as examples, as well as how the new configurations 

might be translated, negotiated, stabilised and destabilised.  

 

7. Discussion 

The findings from the data- and ANT analysis will be interpreted in this chapter, in order                

to answer the research questions. In order to create a unifying picture of the different IoT                

solutions that have been introduced so far, the chapter will begin with a description of a                

hypothetical patient’s, Bob, day at the University Hospital Zealand Køge in the future,             

presented as a story. 

 

The solutions identified during the analysis will be discussed in order to determine any              

themes, or trends, that can be generalised based on the analysis. This will be followed by a                 

discussion of the directions of IoT in Danish hospitals in the future, and how different               

management styles on a political level might influence those directions. 

 

7.1 A patient’s day in the future 
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Bob wakes up in the morning, and the app from Region Zealand reminds him that he is                 

scheduled for surgery at USK later during the day. He gets up, showers, eats breakfast and                

turns on the TV. After a while, the app tells him that he should commence his trip to the                   

hospital shortly, since it has calculated the estimated travel time by car using GPS. Bob               

obliges, gets to the hospital, where he is designated and guided towards an available              

parking spot, that has been reserved for him. Bob’s knees and back are not what they used                 

to be, which makes it very painful for him to walk more than a few yards at a time, a                    

hundred at most. When he exits his car, an automated wheelchair is waiting for him in the                 

walking lane between the parking spots. The wheelchair drives him from the parking lot to               

the hospital, and towards the window where he has to register his arrival, and the nice lady                 

hands him a patient bracelet. Once he has put it on, his inanimate chauffeur takes him to                 

the hospital unit where he will be getting surgery. Since the hospital has been able to track                 

his location and thereby estimate his arrival, he only has to wait for a short while before                 

being taken into surgery. Bob has been briefed on the procedure at home beforehand via a                

videoconference call, and therefore has less questions before he is ready to undergo the              

surgery. Later, he finds himself in a hospital bed in a single ward. Tubes are connecting his                 

body to machines that hum and beep quietly. When he awoke after the surgery, the nurse                

told him that a doctor would come and see him later in the day. Another nurse enters the                  

room and inform him that the doctor will be here shortly. Bob complains that the room is a                  

bit chilly, and the nurses taps on her tablet a few times in order to turn up the heat. The                    

doctor arrives and he and Bob walk through the treatment and rehabilitation plan together,              

as well as the medicine regimen that Bob will need to follow in the coming months, with                 

illustrations for each step displayed on the flatscreen in the ward. Bob is feeling better the                

following day, so he is discharged and goes home. Rather than having to go to the hospital                 

again for his check-ups, Bob communicates with the doctor from home, who follows his              

recovery via videoconferencing.  
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Did Bob’s day at the hospital seem a bit too polished, utopian even? Yes? Good. So far,                 

the data has been analysed, but without much interpretation. More or less all of the data                

used originate from people employed in the Danish healthcare system, and it is now time               

to review and discuss it critically. Massive projects such as the super hospitals are prone to                

facing a lot of issues in and by themselves, and when large scale IT projects are added to                  

the mix, the probability of facing extra hurdles does not exactly go down. The findings               

from the data and ANT analyses will be discussed in the following sections. 
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7.2 Quality- or efficiency-driven value creation 

When assessing the IoT implementations or solutions that are either already being used, or              

are planned to be, the first research question in this thesis demands that they be evaluated                

in regards to if and how they are creating value. This will be accomplished by discussing                

the effects that result from their use, and whether these effects are primarily creating value               

through quality, efficiency, or both. In a healthcare setting, I will argue that quality refers               

to improvements that can manifest themselves either as positive changes for the patients ,             

such as fewer errors, better treatment, more meaningful contact with clinicians.  

 

As may have been apparent upon reading the analysis, the focus when describing the IoT               

solutions is heavily skewed towards improvements to efficiency . They reduce time spent,            

distance walked, inventory kept, they optimise, they automate - the vocabulary alone            

speaks volumes. This does not mean, however, that they can not improve quality as well,               

depending on how quality is perceived. If an increase in efficiency leads to less time spent                

waiting for a patient, will their experience then not be better? Although not the primary               

goal, that is what we might call a side-effect of increased quality, which I argue will be                 

gained in some applications of an RTLS. Can the solutions be categorised as generating              

value through a ‘pure’ increase to efficiency, an increase to efficiency with the             

aforementioned side-effect of quality, or a more or less even mixture of both? Generation              

of value through an increase in quality alone has been omitted deliberately, as none of the                

IoT solutions that meet this criteria. Such a grouping is a matter of how the changes are                 

perceived, and will therefore include argumentation as to why they categorised as they are. 

 

AGV’s function are to relieve staff of tasks related to logistics, and thereby reducing man               

hours spent on moving items from A to B. There is no discernible effect of the work of the                   
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AGV for the patients. As such, the AGV’s are generating value through improvements to              

efficiency alone. It has already been argued that RTLS will provide increases to efficiency              

with the side-effect of quality improvements. I will argue that asset management belongs             

in the same category, as the primary goal for the solution is to reduce costs by improving                 

trackability, and reducing inventory kept, as seen with the wardrobe robot. There is,             

however, also the benefit of being able to locate equipment easier, which similar to a               

RTLS, can provide a small benefit for the patients. This leaves IoT solutions that increase               

both quality and efficiency. The improvements to efficiency are similar to those that have              

just been mentioned, in that tagging increases traceability and reduces human error, but the              

solutions of tagging the wristbands given to patients and surgical equipment also provide             

direct improvements to quality, that are more significant than those above. It is primarily              

through reduction of the possibility of human error, i.e. for surgical equipment, the RFID              

tagging decreases the chances of some being left inside the patient after surgery, and with               

the wristband, the chance of mixing up the identities of patients is reduced. 

 

7.3 The ANT perspective  

The previous section discussed IoT in healthcare based on the view provided by the              

collected data, specifically in terms of categorising the type of value being added. The              

approach used was focused on the impacts of technology in the hospital setting, which is               

not very suitable for understanding the dynamics of interaction and association between            

the devices and the humans. This is where ANT enters the picture. By looking at the                

subject matter through the ‘lenses’ of ANT, focus is shifted towards these interactions,             

towards the human and the technological, and how they shape each other. I would like to                

discuss the last example described in the ANT Analysis, wherein the nurse no longer needs               

to monitor the vital signs of a patient. It was stated that the association between the nurse                 
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and the ward was severed or weakened, and although this is the case, there is some                

uncertainty, or at least a matter of interest, involved in the description that it is more fitting                 

to investigate in a discussional manner. While the association between the nurse and the              

physical location in the ward is weakened, it is worth discussing if, or how, the link                

between the nurse and the patient is affected. Prior to the introduction of network              

connectivity, the nurse had to divert their attention between the patient and the monitoring              

equipment, when in the room. Is it not, then, a possibility that the relation between the                

nurse and patient is strengthened as a result of the delegation to the nonhuman, seeing as                

they can now divert their full attention to the patient? Or is this merely wishful thinking?  

 

Another aspect of ANT in the context that I would like to discuss is that of zooming in as a                    

way of managing the complexity of healthcare settings, due to the recognition that it is               

impossible to capture social reality as a whole (Cresswell, 2010). The ANT analysis             

included some examples of deploying such a zoom, which as an approach can be used in                

order to getting a better understanding of the processes and relationships in that part of the                

network. This understanding could then be used for the implementation of new actants,             

such as IoT devices, in order to keep the translation as smooth as possible.  

 

As mentioned in the ANT theory section, it grants equal importance to both human and               

nonhuman actors. Nonhuman actors are delegated roles or task previously the           

responsibility of human actors, such as the Latour’s groom example, where the groom is              

delegated the task of a human bellboy (Latour, 1992). In the same manner, IoT              

technologies are delegated roles or tasks previously carried out by hospital staff. It could              

be argued, that the case analysis of IoT reveals most of, if not all, delegations human roles                 

and tasks to machines, yet while conducting the analysis using ANT, a shift is made from a                 

technical perspective of delegating roles and task to technology, to a perspective that to a               
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greater extent includes human actors. With an ANT analysis of IoT, humans are not just               

replaced or supported by IoT, they are interacting and being transformed together with the              

IoT technology. Whether human actors are completely being replaced or merely supported            

by IoT technologies, you become aware of their presence or their past presence.  

 

7.4 Looking ahead 

In this chapter, possible developments in the near future will be discussed, based on two               

different perspectives. One perspective adopts the efficiency-based approach, while the          

other shifts to the emerging value-based healthcare. The division is somewhat similar to             

the quality/efficiency  division used earlier in the discussion. 

 

7.4.1 An efficiency-based future 

The categorisation showed a clear trend towards focusing on efficiency, which makes            

sense due to the fact that the new hospitals have to include a 7% efficiency improvement                

(Beta, interview), in addition to the yearly requirement of increasing productivity by 2%,             

which is imposed on the Danish regions (Danske Regioner, n.d.). Now consider the RTLS              

and what we might call the eternal chase for efficiency . If everyone are equipped with               

RTLS anyway and management is faced with unrelenting productivity demands, will it be             

used to track them, without anonymity? This development is feared by Dansk Sygeplejeråd             

who call it a sick structure of control (TV2, 2016), and for good reason, as this would have                  

consequences for how the employees behave, due to the awareness of being measured all              

the time. The persons responsible for the technology have guaranteed that it will not be               

looking the employees over the shoulder when they use the bathroom, but if the systems               

tracks movement everywhere but there, is there even a difference? In ANT terms, the              

behaviour emanating from this awareness is program of action, working against the            
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antiprogram of not being 100 percent effective, but is that not a dangerous road to travel?                

Humans are not machines, and the staff at the hospitals are already suffering from stress.  

 

Another thing to keep in mind is that the IoT solutions in this thesis are all possible, even                  

though the technologies and organisation are not even close to maturity, and as such it is                

not unreasonable to expect significant changes in terms of what is possible in the name of                

improving operational efficiency. A very common goal of IoT in terms of maturity is              

achieving autonomy , where the non-humans become able to perform many tasks without            

any feedback from humans. If the holy grail of the public healthcare continues to be               

increases in productivity, where will this combination take us? Even though the current             

official goal is to increase the time spent on patient-near activities, this may be challenged               

in the future for a myriad of different reasons such as changing governments or financial               

crises that put the national economy under pressure. Alright, I will concede that those              

examples are a bit over the top. The underlying point, that such goals are not permanent, is                 

not over the top, however. If the key performance indicator for the Danish healthcare              

system continues being focused on services rendered divided by money spent, such goals             

are even more fragile. 

 

If we gaze far enough into the future, a point will likely be reached where automation of                 

many of the activities currently carried out by physicians becomes financially feasible,            

which might happen once the operational efficiency has been increased way beyond            

diminishing returns in terms of how fast humans can work. Robots are not subject to the                

same physical limitations, and are already capable of assisting with surgeries. That will be              

an interesting day. 
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7.4.2 A value-based future 

Services rendered as the primary KPI for healthcare, introduced by New Public            

Management (NPM), has been on the receiving end of a lot of criticism for quite some                

time now. A bit less than a month ago, the CEO of the Danish regions, who has played a                   

major part in implementing NPM in Denmark, declared that NPM has officially passed             

away (Information, 2016). Michael Porter, the business guru, famous for his work on             

competitive advantage and strategy, is now advocating value-based health care, where the            

KPI is value delivered from the point of view of the patients rather than services rendered                

(Porter, 2009). For the purpose of this discussion, the assumption will be than instead of               

focusing on efficiency, efficiency, and efficiency, the target will be to increase value for              

the patients, without making it a discussion of whether value-based healthcare will prove             

to be different or not. How can we envision such a future, within the setting of IoT in                  

Danish hospitals? There is no getting around that there will still be initiatives and              

implementations, that increase productivity, unless we really, really want to avoid them. It             

comes with the territory of IoT, so to speak. With that having been said, there is the matter                  

of what to do with the resources being freed up by this, as well as how to prioritise                  

research and development of future solutions. If focus is on value, rather than efficiency,              

operational efficiency is secondary, or relegated to a tool by which to free up resources to                

increase quality. Where the efficiency-based future ultimately leads to less of the            

patient-near activity, at least carried out by humans, the value-based would be about             

increasing this activity. Other areas, that would be very likely areas of focus could be               

better support and consistency in regards to the care pathways for the patients, particularly              

the long ones, which may include many treatments, different doctors, different departments            

and/or different hospitals. The course of these may stretch over long periods of time,              

months or even years, and it is an area where it is easy to image IoT having a profound                   
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impact, by enabling better synchronisation and less work related to updating the electronic             

health record. 
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8. Conclusion 

Due to the technical nature of the Internet of Things, there is a heavy focus on the                 

technology, and what the technology alone can achieve, in existing research and academic             

literature. The area of investigation called for another approach, seeing as hospitals are             

intrinsically connected to humans. The realisation that humans and technology converge           

lead to Actor-Network Theory being adopted as an analytical approach for making sense of              

the interaction between the humans and non-humans. Rather than adopting a technological            

determinist view, in which the technology controls the interaction, or a social constructivist             

approach, in which the social, humans, control the interaction, this allowed for analysing             

both, distributing and sharing control between them. 

 

In addition to investigating this socio-technical interaction, the problem statement of the            

thesis includes the question of how value is created at Danish hospitals through devices              

enabled by the Internet of Things. This called for a two-fold approach, in which the uses of                 

ANT could be identified, allowing for analysis of how they are creating value, which was               

then followed by an analysis of the actor-networks using ANT, in order to determine how               

the entrance of these devices influence the humans, and vice-versa, as well as how these               

actor-networks come into being. 

 

Since IoT is yet in it’s infancy in the Danish healthcare system, the solutions identified               

through the data collection and analysis were divided into two groups, based on which              

ones are being used at the moment, with the other group containing IoT solutions that are                

planned, but not yet implemented. The first consists of real-time locating systems, which             

can provide the location of a given entity in real-time, asset management systems, which              

can track assets, and automated guided vehicles, which are being used for logistics at some               
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Danish hospitals. The latter is also represented in the other group, due to the fact that more                 

hospitals will be implementing them, including different uses. The other IoT solutions in             

the second group were clinical and medical tools, e.g. patient monitors and surgical             

equipment, followed by patient identification. In order to determine their value generation            

properties, a parameter of quality vs. efficiency was devised, and the solutions considered             

using this parameter.  

 

The first research question can now be answered: 

 

How are IoT-enabled devices being used to create value at Danish hospitals? 

 

The primary mechanism for value creation for the IoT-enabled devices in a Danish             

healthcare setting is through improvements to efficiency . The solutions with the biggest            

focus on quality were still determined to be just as focused on efficiency. Some solutions               

were solely increasing efficiency, while others still produced a small side-effect of value             

creation by increasing quality. 

 

Having determined how they created value, focus was shifted to how these technological             

artifacts were associated to the humans in the hospital. This was done by analysing three               

of the identified IoT devices, by tracing the associations between human and non-human             

actants, and analysing how they come into being through negotiation and programs of             

action. Seeing as there was not any first-hand empirical data available regarding these             

actor-networks, the analysis was aided by constructed examples, while making it clear that             

the examples only constitute a part of the network, and that the network will be different                

for different situations and different actants. The boons of the ANT perspective were then              

discussed in order to add what was learned from the analysis. 
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This leads us to the second research question: 

How can Actor-Network Theory contribute to the understanding of IoT devices and their 

interaction with people at Danish hospitals? 

 

The answer to this question is split into a few aspects. The affordances of ANT itself                

contributes to the understanding, by providing a toolset for describing the complex nature             

of the interaction and association between heterogeneous actants. Secondly, ANT enables           

us to understand the creation of these networks, as well as the continuous process of               

keeping stable. Finally, ANT can be used to prepare for implementations, or to evaluate              

them after implementation. 

 

 

9. Future Research 

The possible avenues of conducting more research on the subject of this thesis will be               

divided into a horizontal and a vertical category. The former involves doing more research,              

that expands on the thesis, whereas the vertical would be using the thesis as a foundation                

from which to explore new directions. A limitation of the thesis is the empirical data               

foundation, and future research could broaden the scope, or narrow it, depending on the              

type of data collected. If the data consists of interviews with dispersed respondents, the              

scope may be broadened. On the other hand, if data is collected from, say, a single                

department in a Danish hospital who are affected by the implementation of IoT, the scope               

can be narrowed, substituting width for depth, i.e. horizontal.  
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The matter of time available and timing has had an influence on what it was possible to                 

study. If doing a study over a longer period of time, or initiating it at the perfect time,                  

actor-network in a hospital setting could be studied before, during, and after the             

implementation of one or several IoT-devices, thereby providing a description of the            

actor-network before, as well as the very interesting process of translation, concluded by             

the stabilisation or betrayal of the network. 

 

 

10. Reflection 

The direction I envisioned this thesis taking back in May, and the result, ended up being                

quite far apart. The area of investigation is the same, but the methodology employed is not.                

My interest for the subject was sparked by a project within the same topic, and the goal for                  

the thesis was, initially, to go in a completely different direction, namely a positivist one.               

The course changed, as the relevance of ANT in terms of managing complexity became              

apparent. Between then and now are iterations and reiterations of research questions and             

approaches, and the process has been far from perfect. Ideas surfaced many times, but I               

was either unable to, or failed to, scribble them down, and alas, they would have               

evaporated mere hours later when proceeding work on the thesis. 

 

There is also the matter of negotiating access to respondents - the plan regarding what to                

do if this failed was not sufficiently fleshed out, and while I think the approach used turned                 

out well, there would have been less self-doubt and panic if preparations had been better. 
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12. Appendix 

Alpha 

Interviewee: Alfa 

31-8-2016 kl15.00, varighed ca 1,5 time 

IoT:  

Area 51 -4 mand + student 

Mobil sensor platform 

Personal tracking sundhedsvæsenet - af overlæger vha Bluetooth 

● Etiske og moralske overvejelser 

Vandpumper  

iBeacons - bluetooth 

Sensor gennem android smartphones med ændret hardware 

Machine learning og big data og algoritme 

Apache Hadoop 

Anbefaling: Værdimæssigt mål - perspektivering  

Sanser - behandling - beslutning 
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Beta 

Logistik ift. Vareindlevering: styres af Autonomous Ground Vehicles (AGV) (målet er 

JIT) 

Slut 2019 - 2023 færdig 

Udfordringer med trådløst netværk 

Netplan - analyse 

LAN stik overalt - usikkert om Wifi bliver bedre 

Krydsfeltsrum : 10-15 kvm per rum, 3 per etage som det ser ud nu 

Besparelse på 5-10 millioner hvis kabler kan spares væk  

 

Bispebjerg IoT til køleskabsovervågning 

Primært RFID  

KPI: Kvalitet og effektivitet 

Hvert år skal man opnå driftsoptimering 

Byggeriet skal også opnå en besparelse på 7% 

Wayfinding har været overvejet men er droppet igen indtil videre 

Pt. spæd start: primært infrastruktur 

Do-nothing (ift forudsigelser) - kobber overalt 

Torben Rune fra Netplan 

Nationalsundheds IT - Referencearkitektur (systematics) - kan deles af alle regioner 

Standardisering på tværs af regioner ifbm systemer 

Sundhedsplatformen: data feed 

 

Dataopsamling Real Time vs dagligt (eksempelvis) 
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Ambulante behandlinger  - overvågning af patienter i hjemmet 

Telemedicinsk problematik ift ansvar mellem region og kommune  

 

Udbyttet ved effektivisering skal bruges på mere patientkontakt (officielle udmelding) 

Varme hænder og personlig kontakt 

Døde opgaver væk →  mere tid til ovenstående 

 

Brugerinddragelse: møde ud fra det der er idag og derefter hvad der er planlagt 

Brugere bliver inddraget 3-4 gange per process (med alle relevante interessenter) 

 

Læger ikke glade for ændringer: Positivister 

Galileo GPS - ift. Location (tracking) kunne det potentielt være en super løsning for 

hospitalerne 

 

Portørløsningen: aktiv RFID bruges til at styre portøropgave fordeling 

Personlige bud -  

Medicoteknisk udstyr vil i højere grad komme på nettet.  

Sundhedsplatformen – integrering med flere systemer kan man forestille sig, men det er 

ikke besluttet 

Fjernmonitorering  

 

Infrastruktur rapport – patientkritiske funktioner kables, men mindre kabling end man 

havde planer om før. Jo mindre der kan kables, jo mere sparer de.  

 

Ensengsstuer – mere behandling på stuen – alt udstyr kommer til patienten. Ambulante 

indgreb, medicinering, genoptræning og således skal i langt højere grad foregå på stuen. 
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Dette inkluderer også undervisning og læringsforløb for både patient og pårørende, der 

bliver sat bedre ind i tingene, og får en forståelse for genoptræningsforløb og medicinering. 

Herunder hvordan medicinen virker, hvad den gør godt for, hvilke bivirkninger der måtte 

være, osv.  

 

RFID chip i patientarmbåndet.  

Wayfinding pt. planlagt til analog 

Stole til dårligt gående der kører en hen til det rigtige 

 

Aabenraa sygehus – der kører den på gulvet 

MiR Robotten – robot industrial 

 

 

Quotes 

“The item storage is connected to the other buildings via underground tunnels, that will be 

used by AGV’s, which will be moving the items around” 

 

“The center of logistics will be fully automated, with the trucks coming in with the items 

being packaged and tagged with RFID. The delivered items are then moved onto a 

conveyor belt, and picked up by the robots.” 

 

“The project is long, which is a challenge for us, as we constantly have to think about what 

will be required by the time when construction is complete. It is difficult, because even 

though five years is not a large period of time in the general sense, a lot is happening in the 

area of technology.” 
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“We are networking with other hospitals and regions in order to share experiences and 

know how.” 

 

“There is a challenges of infrastructure in terms of how to prioritize the network access of 

different devices: e.g. is the drip counter more important than the heart monitor? What 

about interference for wireless signals, both with one another and medical equipment? Will 

the wireless technology improve?” 

 

“The change to single patient wards means that the clinicians will have to walk further, 

seeing as they could previously treat 2 or 4 patients in the same ward, which creates a need 

for optimising steps walked” 

 

“Patient tracking would allow us to be able to determine whether the patient is in the 

hospital, lost in the parking lot, or in the kiosk, and use that information to determine 

whether to treat the next patient or go find them” 

 

“What is interesting in terms of medicotechnical equipment is the possibilities of sending 

the data directly to monitoring, or patient data registries. We also have to consider and test 

for interference however, and make priorities in terms of which equipment is most 

important (cable vs WiFi)” ← “What is plan B if the equipment is suddenly not 

transmitting?” 

 

“More and more outpatients, which I expect will be monitored in their home rather than 

having to go to the hospital for check-ups to a higher extent” 
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“The goal of the Health Platform is to enable a high degree of automation, and it is not 

unthinkable that it will be able to determine that there is a need for an increased dosage of 

a specific medicine based on the vital signs of the patient, e.g. after a surgery.” 

 

“Officially, at least, the improvements to operational efficiency stays within the 

organisation. For clinicians, this means that more efficient workflows should free up more 

time to be spent with the patient.” 

 

“We want to increase the ‘warm hands’, the human interaction, time spent with the patient, 

by optimising the ‘dead’ activities, meaning activities spent with no direct interaction with 

the patients.” 

 

“The human contact at hospitals can never be removed entirely, that won’t happen I 

believe.” 

 

“I believe there is a limit for how many activities it makes sense to automate and optimise 

in a hospital. There are many, many things that can be optimised, but at some point, there 

will be diminishing returns” 

“The degree of user involvement in designing IoT solutions will depend on what we are 

implementing. A solution focused on the porters will involve them, but temperature 

monitoring on refrigerators will most likely not include any users” 

 

“User involvement in terms of which equipment and items to track, what do the people 

using them think would be most beneficial to have equipped with RFID or similar 

tagging?” 
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“Locating systems planned for staff and equipment, but we don’t know if we will be 

storing the data as of yet” 

 

“Possibility of tracking patients if they have an app installed, currently done at Kastrup 

Airport using WiFi” 

 

“In theory, the patient can be equipped with a bracelet, that identifies them, can track their 

location, knows if they haven’t washed their hands” 

 

“Important to track intangible benefits from solutions other than efficiency, because there 

might be benefits that can be difficult to estimate and measure, but are still important” 

 

“Implementing a solution for porters will involve an active RTLS using WiFi. This means 

that the porters will know which one of them is closest to which task, and distribute them 

accordingly. Previously, they have been waiting for calls or walking rounds.” 
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